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Abstract
The European Union (EU) is commonly considered to be a regulatory great power that projects
external influence based on the power vested in its internal market. Relatively little is known, how-
ever, about why and when the EU mobilises its market power to put direct pressure on
non-cooperative countries in regulatory matters. This article examines a critical case of such power
projection: the ‘blacklisting’ of third countries. Testing expectations drawn from some of the main
theories of EU power, it finds that elite action to promote the rule of law best explains why the EU
uses blacklisting, whereas bottom-up stakeholder pressure explains when this technique is used. A
combination of the theories can therefore explain the puzzling pattern of where blacklisting
schemes were set up with reference to EU norms and pegged to international law but eventually
applied quasi-exclusively to tiny third countries. These findings call for further research on EU
market power.
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Introduction

The European Union (EU) is commonly considered to be a ‘regulatory great power’
(Drezner 2008) or even a ‘global regulator’ (Young 2015) that projects considerable ex-
ternal influence based on the power vested in its internal market (Damro 2012). However,
although the EU is known to drive international coordination, mainly related to standard
setting (Drezner 2008; Lavenex 2014; Bradford 2020), relatively little is known about
why and when the EU leverages its market power to put direct pressure on
non-cooperative countries in regulatory matters. These questions are central in a context
where international regulatory cooperation is becoming increasingly important and chal-
lenging (Leblond and Viju-Miljusevic 2019). They speak to the core of an ongoing debate
regarding the main determinants and characteristics of EU external power in the regula-
tory field (Manners 2002; Damro 2012; Young 2015).

To advance knowledge about the EU’s active power projection as a global regulator,
this article examines EU ‘blacklisting’, a technique designed specifically to leverage the
threat of market restrictions to persuade third countries to change their domestic regula-
tory regimes in specific areas. A prima facie, blacklisting could be considered a critical
technique for a normatively oriented global regulator. In line with Manners (2002), the
EU could use ‘carrot and stickism’ to define and enforce ‘the normal’ by punishing third
countries that violate rules regarding good market governance in sectors where the EU has
particularly strong norms. However, if the EU is normatively predisposed, it is puzzling
that it quasi-exclusively blacklists tiny third countries whereas the United States, an
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allegedly less normative power, has been found to apply similar schemes in a more trans-
parent and principled manner to large and small countries alike (Hosch 2016).

As an analytical starting point, the article develops three propositions regarding the
main factors that can explain why and when the EU uses blacklisting. The first proposi-
tion, derived mainly from Manners (2002), assumes that EU elites act to promote the rule
of law. The second proposition, based on Bach and Newman (2007), Damro (2012) and
Quaglia (2014), assumes that the EU’s external power is shaped by variations in its inter-
nal regulatory capacities. A final proposition, derived mainly from Moravcsik (1997),
considers that the EU’s actions are based on domestic stakeholder pressure channelled
through interest-maximising intergovernmental structures.

The three propositions are operationalised into specific expectations that are then
tested on two cases of blacklisting: the EU’s blacklisting scheme on illegal, unreported
and unregulated (IUU) fisheries, which is based on the so-called IUU regulation (Council
Regulation, 1005/2008) and has been applied in a series of implementing decisions; and
the EU list of non-cooperative jurisdictions for tax purposes, which is based on a series of
Council conclusions, the first of which was adopted in 2017 (Council of the European
Union 2017). The analysis covers both the emergence of these blacklisting schemes in
EU law and the exercise of blacklisting in relation to specific third countries.1 It is based
on an extensive and original compilation of primary documentation from EU institutions,
complemented by secondary sources.

The article contributes to the literature on EU external action (Wagner 2017; Damro
et al. 2019; Gstöhl and Schunz 2021) and the EU as a global regulator (Kelemen 2010;
Damro 2012; Young 2015) by explaining blacklisting as a critical case of power projec-
tion in the regulatory field. It finds that none of the three factors derived from the EU-
as-a-power debate are sufficient to fully explain EU blacklisting. Instead, they are all rel-
evant and play different roles in shaping the EU’s use of this technique. Specifically, the
findings show that whereas EU elites initiate external action to promote general principles
based on the rule of law, and internal regulatory capacity adds the resources needed to ap-
ply these principles to a wide range of third countries, domestic interests, channelled
through the Council of the European Union, strongly condition the use of power and limit
it in practice to small countries. The implication is that the EU is institutionally pre-
disposed not only to promote norms (Manners 2002) but also to break them when it ex-
ercises coercive power. This calls for a nuanced understanding of the EU’s powers as a
global regulator. On the one hand, the EU can have a direct impact on recalcitrant third
countries that can be considered the ‘gold standard’ of regulatory influence (Young 2015).
On the other hand, the EU’s limited abilities to leverage these market powers generally
and objectively raise doubts about their utility when it comes to establishing norms in
global markets.

The article first describes the state of the art and justifies the consideration of
blacklisting as critical to the study of the EU as a global regulator. It then defines the an-
alytical framework and research design and examines the two cases: blacklisting in fish-
eries and taxation. Finally, the findings are summarised and discussed from a broader the-
oretical perspective.

1The distinction between the ‘emergence’ and ‘exercise’ of external action draws on Damro et al. (2019).
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I. Approaching the EU as a Global Regulator: Why Blacklisting Is a Critical Case

Studies on the EU as a global regulator predominantly focus on examining the different
ways in which the EU reaches beyond its borders and the resulting external impacts.
For instance, some scholars highlight the largely structural effects that arise via firms,
market competition and functionalist extension (Lavenex 2014; Bradford 2020), whereas
others examine the EU’s active power projection in international arenas or in relation to
third countries (Drezner 2008; Jarlebring 2022). This focus on the EU’s means and exter-
nal impact is understandable, given the field’s starting point that the EU’s external regu-
latory impact ‘is a crucial component of why it matters in international relations’
(Young 2015: 1235). However, it has two shortcomings.

First, there is little empirical examination of why and when the EU actually seeks to
mobilise its powers to make an impact. Most scholars rely on narrow assumptions about
preferences, in particular that the EU ‘would prefer its own standard to be adopted as the
common one, as this brings benefits without the costs of adjustment’ (Young 2015). The
few scholars who offer more open frameworks tend to highlight factors that are extremely
broad. Most notably, the conceptual framework ‘Market Power Europe’ (MPE) sets out an
important research agenda on the EU’s active use of power, but its explanatory ‘EU char-
acteristics’ are so broad that they encompass almost any kind of EU-related institutional
structure and societal contention (Damro 2012, 2015).2

A second shortcoming, as Young (2015) points out, is that the varied
operationalisations of ‘impact’ have led to a state of fragmentation, where scholars draw
widely different conclusions regarding the extent of EU power. As a way to reduce frag-
mentation, Young suggests considering different types of impact as values on a scale,
where impact on third countries has greatest utility for the EU as a global regulator and
is the most difficult to achieve, whereas structural, competition-based effects are of more
limited use and easier to achieve.

This article endeavours to move beyond this state of the art in two ways. First, it ex-
amines a particularly impactful technique that should in principle score high on Young’s
utility scale. Studies have found EU blacklisting to have considerable impacts on the
targeted third countries in specific sectors, for instance, by hurting their economies
(Rusina 2020), increasing the likelihood that they subscribe to international rules
(Collin 2020), improving their regulatory performance (Elvestad and Kvalvik 2015) or
influencing their regulatory strategies and frameworks (Miller et al., 2014). They have
not, however, examined the drivers and conditions of EU blacklisting. The present study
of when and why the EU uses this technique therefore fills an empirical gap and offers a
critical test of the EU’s ability to act as a global regulator.

Second, in order to examine when and why the EU uses blacklisting, the article iden-
tifies alternative explanatory factors drawn from some of the most influential and distinc-
tive propositions in the debate on the EU as a power. It thereby generates expectations that
are sufficiently specific to be empirically tested (cf. Damro 2012, 2015) while still
avoiding reliance on narrow single-factor assumptions.

2Damro acknowledges that MPE does not define independent variables or causal links and is deliberately flexible and open,
covering, for instance, ‘a wide array of possible actors, institutions and network or governance arrangements’, as well as ‘all
types of interest groups’ (Damro 2015: 1342 f).
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II. Method and Research Design

The three theoretical propositions on when and why the EU projects power as a global
regulator are operationalised into specific expectations that are tested using a mixed
methods approach that contains both qualitative and quantitative elements. The emer-
gence of blacklisting schemes in EU law is examined qualitatively, based on an extensive
compilation of public EU documentation, which is complemented by secondary sources.
By tracing EU action and alternative explanatory factors over time, it is possible to dis-
cern which factor occurred first and that can therefore be considered at the origin of the
EU’s preference for developing blacklisting schemes in the specific areas considered here.
Logically, factors that occur later in the process can only strengthen already existing pref-
erences or form conditions for transforming these preferences into power.

The examination of the EU’s exercise of blacklisting is based on an original mapping
of all blacklisting decisions in the areas of fisheries and taxation. The mapping comprises
countries blacklisted by the EU; countries formally warned about the risk of being
blacklisted; time spent on EU lists; and countries’ gross domestic product (GDP). These
data are available in the Supporting Information. The mapping is complemented by as-
sessments of the EU’s exercise of blacklisting made by academics and
non-governmental organisations (NGOs). This method reveals a general pattern in the
types of countries blacklisted and specific cases where the EU has not blacklisted a coun-
try even when it has clearly violated EU rules.

With regard to case selection, the EU currently only operates three blacklisting
schemes: the two examined here and a third on tackling money laundering. Space con-
straints prevent coverage of all three, so this study focuses on the two sectors that are gen-
erally most different in terms of policy issues, type of market and EU legal competence.
The case of fisheries addresses environmental sustainability and tangible products and is
an area of exclusive EU competence. Taxation, in contrast, concerns the financing of the
public sector and intangible services and is an area where the EU has no formal compe-
tences. These differences increase the likelihood that explanations that are found to apply
in both cases might also apply to other areas of EU action.

A major methodological assumption is that if an expectation holds in both the sectors
examined here (fisheries and taxation), this allows us to accept the underlying proposition
as causally relevant. As always, the plausibility of this kind of assumption depends on the
expectations; specifically, the empirical confirmation of an expectation should be ac-
cepted as valid proof only to the extent that the expectations are demanding, in the sense
that they reflect phenomena that rarely occur (Mahoney 2012). As is argued more in detail
below, the expectations examined in this article are indeed relatively demanding, and
finding them confirmed in two quite different cases should therefore allow us to infer
causality.

III. Analytical Framework: Deriving Propositions and Expectations on the EU’s
Use of Blacklisting

‘Normative Power’: EU Elites and the Rule of Law

The first proposition is that EU external power is shaped by EU elites that act to promote
the rule of law internationally. This draws mainly on Ian Manners’ conceptualisation of
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the EU as ‘an elite-driven, treaty based, legal order’, predisposed to act in order to shape
the conception of ‘the normal’ in the international system, including by using the ‘carrot
and stickism of financial rewards and economic sanctions’ (Manners 2002). In Manners’s
version of the proposition, the rule of law is a major foundational principle in the ‘systems
of knowledge and discursive practices’ that bind elites together (Lavenex 2014: 886).
However, the proposition also rests on the less demanding argument that ‘law is the basis
for establishing the EU as an autonomous international actor; that the development of
norms at a global as well as a bilateral and regional level are among its objectives; and
that it seeks to pursue its interests through normative means: through legal instruments,
international law and international organisations’ (Cremona and Scott 2019: 67, see also
Vatsov 2020). In this latter argument, EU elites can be understood as ‘networks of policy
entrepreneurs’ whose power projection is highly shaped by legal opportunity structures,
although their underlying motives can be based on both ideas and interest (Schunz and
Damro 2020).

The proposition that EU elites act to promote the rule of law can be operationalised
into specific expectations regarding the EU’s use of blacklisting. First, EU blacklisting
schemes would be expected to emerge as the result of an elite-driven endeavour to pro-
mote the development of international law. Specifically, in order to both promote and re-
spect international law, the EU would first engage internationally to develop rules on state
responsibility regarding IUU and fair taxation, and later, once international rules are in
place, peg its blacklists to these same international rules. Second, with regard to the
EU’s exercise of blacklisting, we would expect the EU to apply its criteria in a principled
manner, respecting the rule of law by systematically targeting the worst norm violators.

‘Regulatory Power’: Internal Regulatory Capacity

A second proposition is that the EU’s power in the regulatory field is shaped by its inter-
nal resources, in particular its institutionalised regulatory capacity. This proposition is
central to Damro’s MPE and also underpinned by an influential literature on international
political economy that argues that the level of regulatory capacity—a ‘sub-state’ institu-
tional factor that varies across sectors and polities—determines both power and prefer-
ences (Bach and Newman 2007; Farrell and Newman 2016).3 In the EU, regulatory capac-
ity is built on ‘interorganisational relations between EU and national regulatory bodies’
(Heims 2019: 21), such as incorporated transgovernmental networks of national regula-
tory authorities (Eberlein and Newman 2008). Once established, these institutionalised
networks shape external action through historical institutionalist mechanisms of ‘institu-
tional bricolage’, where actors are ‘means-focused, seeking to recombine and redeploy
tools from their existing environment’ (Kalyanpur and Newman 2017: 363). This means
that external power projection will vary with the magnitude of internal regulatory capacity
in the sector at hand (Quaglia 2014).

When operationalising these propositions with regard to blacklisting, we expect the
emergence of blacklisting to begin with the EU developing internal capacity to control
and assess the performance of EU member states’ regimes in specific sectors. This very
same regulatory capacity would then be redeployed externally to support blacklisting.

3Regulatory capacity has been defined as ‘a jurisdiction’s ability to formulate, monitor, and enforce a set of market rules’
(Bach and Newman 2007: 831).
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With regard to the exercise of blacklisting, we expect blacklisting to be used most inten-
sively (in the sense that more countries are engaged and lists are updated more frequently)
in the regulatory area (fisheries or taxation) where the EU has the most developed internal
regulatory capacity.

‘Liberal Power’: Domestic Societal Pressures

A final proposition is that EU external power is shaped mainly by domestic societal pres-
sure, channelled primarily through national institutional structures to the Council. This
proposition is based mainly on Moravcsik (1997) and also supported by Drezner (2008).
A main assumption is that national preference formation in economic issue areas, such as
regulatory policy, tends to be based on ‘producer interests [ … ], on the one hand, and the
broader interests of taxpayers and those interested in regulation, on the other’ (Moravcsik
and Schimmelfennig 2019: 66). Kelemen (2010) specifies the drivers, arguing that ‘[t]he
ultimate source of a polity’s position on international environmental issues can be traced
to the strength of environmental constituencies within the political system’, ‘[w]here in-
dustry sees that, due to the influence of environmental interests, it will be forced to bear
the costs of strict […] regulations, then it will support (or at least not oppose) efforts to
spread those standards to other jurisdictions—sometimes joining them in “Baptist–Boot-
legger coalitions” […]’ (Kelemen 2010: 339). Elaborating general expectations based on
this interest-driven logic, Simmons (2001) predicts that a dominant power will apply
power externally when it expects that its regulatory innovation—or commitment to strin-
gent rules in its internal market—will drive negative externalities from abroad, for in-
stance, in the shape of ‘unfair’ competition. Moreover, the dominant power will calculate
the cost and benefit of its actions and will only ‘expend political resources up to the cost
of the negative externality it is importing’ (Simmons 2001: 597).

To operationalise expectations regarding the emergence of blacklisting, the process be-
gins with the EU adopting particularly stringent internal rules in specific sectors, thereby
triggering stakeholder demand for strong external action. At the same time, the Council
will devise schemes to ensure national control over the application of this potentially
costly technique. With regard to the exercise of blacklisting, we would expect that power
would be calibrated according to the costs and benefits of the individual case. In practice,
the EU will avoid blacklisting large third countries even when they violate EU rules, as
this will be costly in terms of trade distortions and risks of retaliation. If large countries
are blacklisted, they will be delisted more quickly than small countries. The expectations
are summarized in Tables 1 and 2.

Table 1: Expectations regarding the emergence of blacklisting schemes in EU law

Normative
Power

E1. The EU first engages internationally to develop rules on state responsibility regarding
IUU and fair taxation and later pegs its blacklists to these same international rules

Regulatory
Power

E2. The EU first develops internal regulatory capacity to control and assess the
performance of EU member states’ regimes regarding IUU and fair taxation. This same
regulatory capacity is then redeployed externally

Liberal Power E3. The EU initiates action to put pressure on third countries only after it has adopted
relatively stringent internal market rules on IUU and fair taxation. Member states ensure
operational control over blacklisting decisions

Johannes Jarlebring6
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IV. Case 1: Fisheries

The Emergence of a Blacklisting Scheme

The EU first engaged internationally to develop rules on state responsibility regarding
IUU fisheries at the end of the millennium. Most notably, it took an active role in the de-
velopment of the 2001 international plan of action on IUU fisheries, the first major inter-
national initiative in this area (FAO 2001; Le Gallic and Cox 2006; European Parliament
2014). It followed up in 2002 by tailoring an EU action plan to fight IUU that included
external initiatives to specifically promote the international rule of law.4 Eventually, the
approach favoured by the EU was endorsed in the 2009 Agreement on Port State Mea-
sures—the world’s first legally binding international instrument on IUU (Rafols 2020).

It was in the midst of these ongoing negotiations at the international level that the Eu-
ropean Commission proposed the establishment of a blacklisting scheme as part of the
IUU regulation tabled in 2007. In its proposal, the Commission stressed the EU’s de-
cade-long international effort to promote its policies and argued that ‘the Community
has a specific responsibility in leading international efforts on the fight against IUU fish-
ing’ (European Commission 2007a). Nonetheless, the regulation is pegged to interna-
tional law, as it states that the EU can blacklist a third country only if it ‘fails to discharge
the duties incumbent upon it under international law as flag, port, coastal or market state,
to take action to prevent, deter and eliminate IUU fishing’ (Council Regulation, 1005/
2008, art. 31).

However, the blacklisting scheme was not a stand-alone initiative to project external
power but part of a broader reform package to tackle IUU fishing, which also
encompassed relatively stringent internal market rules. By adopting this package, EU
member states committed to a ban on IUU fisheries in the internal market. This went be-
yond any previous commitments and meant that the EU moved ahead of other jurisdic-
tions on the international stage. (For an overview of the legal situation internationally at
the time, see Tsamenyi et al., 2010.) The potential for negative externalities to be gener-
ated by such a commitment was not lost on EU regulators; the impact assessment preced-
ing the IUU regulation highlights the risk that IUU activities could move abroad and that
third countries could act to circumvent the ban (European Commission 2007b).

Furthermore, member states acted to ensure operational control over blacklisting deci-
sions. In the Commission’s original proposal, the process was to be managed by the

4One initiative aimed ‘to convene an international conference to negotiate an international agreement defining the rights and
responsibilities of port States’, whereas another targeted the problem of so-called flags of convenience by seeking to define
the minimum linkage between a ‘flag state’ and a vessel flying that flag (European Commission 2002).

Table 2: Expectations regarding the exercise of blacklisting in relation to third countries

Normative
Power

E4. EU blacklisting schemes systematically target the worst norm violators

Regulatory
Power

E5. EU blacklisting is more intense in areas where it has much regulatory capacity than in
areas where it has little such capacity

Liberal Power E6. The EU avoids blacklisting large third countries even when they blatantly violate EU
rules

Blacklisting and the EU as a Global Regulator 7
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Commission all the way up to the application of market restrictions (European Commis-
sion 2007a, art. 32). However, during the negotiation of the IUU regulation, the Council
added a third step, in which it would take the final decision on which countries to black-
list. In 2012, the Commission again tabled a proposal to take full charge of the process
(European Commission 2012), but it was once again rebuffed by the Council.

EU regulatory capacities to control and assess the performance of member state fish-
ery regimes were still relatively modest at the turn of the millennium (European Commis-
sion 2001) and were developed significantly only through the 2002 reform of the Com-
mon Fisheries Policy. This reform gave the Commission the task of evaluating and
controlling the application of fisheries rules by the member states as well as facilitating
coordination and cooperation between them (Johnson 2008). The reform also introduced
a European Fisheries Control Agency (EFCA), which was established in 2006. The
agency’s original task was the internal coordination of fisheries control and inspection ac-
tivities by the member states (Johnson 2008). When the EU adopted its IUU regulation,
however, the EFCA’s regulatory capacity was redeployed externally to support assess-
ment of third country regulatory regimes (Council Regulation 1005/2008, para. 23).

To sum up, all three expectations (E1, E2 and E3; Table 1) are confirmed, which means
that all three propositions can be considered relevant to the emergence of blacklisting.
Critically, however, the EU engaged internationally to develop international law before
it had developed relevant regulatory capacity internally or committed to particularly strin-
gent internal market rules. This indicates that regulatory capacity and internal commit-
ment cannot have been the source of EU preferences, but rather enabling conditions.
The EU’s preferences instead appear to have originated among EU elites set on establish-
ing general principles for the fight against IUU fisheries.

The Exercise of Blacklisting

With regard to the intensity of EU blacklisting in fisheries, the Commission reports having
undertaken 65 bilateral dialogues with third countries on IUU fisheries in the period
2012–2019 (European Commission 2020). Of these, 26 countries were formally warned
that they risked being blacklisted (a warning referred to as a ‘notification’ or ‘identifica-
tion’), and six countries were eventually blacklisted.

Various efforts have been made to assess whether these EU listings systematically tar-
get the worst norm violators. Hosch noted in 2016 that EU listings were mainly ‘confined
to Africa, Asia, the Caribbean, and the South West Pacific’ and that about half were small
island developing states (Hosch 2016:8). This pattern, he argued, contrasts with a similar
scheme run by the United States, which is ‘more evenly distributed between world re-
gions and targets more developed fishing nations’ (Hosch 2016). Hosch concludes that
the EU’s criteria and processes for assessing third countries are opaque and ambiguous,
which makes it impossible to determine when a third country has failed to honour its
obligations.

Another assessment is offered by the global IUU Fishing Index, established by two in-
ternational NGOs. Fishery policy experts note a ‘significant commonality’ between the
nations that rank poorly in this index and countries listed by the EU (Odom 2020). How-
ever, the EU has omitted China, a large third country that blatantly violates EU rules. In
addition to earning the world’s worst overall score, China earned the world’s worst-
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performing score in two of the index’s specific categories (as a flag state and as a port
state) and the world’s 13th worst-performing score in the index’s third category (as a
coastal state). Nonetheless, as of September 2022, the EU had not used is blacklisting
scheme to engage with China. Similar observations about ‘documented irregularities’
and the absence of EU action regarding China are made by Leroy et al., who argue that
‘the economic impact for EU economic operators of such a decision’ might be an expla-
nation (Leroy et al., 2016: 89).

Moving beyond these assessments, the mapping of EU listings made here confirms
that only very small third countries end up on the blacklist (Figure 1). When large
countries are warned, they are delisted without further penalties (Figure 2). The largest
country ever blacklisted is Sri Lanka (GDP of US$ 84 billion). The largest country ever
warned is South Korea (GDP of US$ 1600 billion), followed by Taiwan (GDP of US$
800 billion).5

In sum, although the EU has used its blacklisting scheme to engage with a large num-
ber of countries, and targeted countries generally perform poorly on IUU fisheries, the ex-
ercise of blacklisting has been less systematic and rules based than might be expected
(E4). Instead, the fact that only very small countries have been blacklisted while larger
ones have only been warned aligns with the expectation that EU blacklisting—controlled
by national governments in the Council—is also based on a calculation of costs and ben-
efits in each individual case (E6). Most tellingly, the EU has not targeted China, the most
blatant IUU norm-infringer around. (As testing the expectation regarding regulatory ca-
pacity requires a comparison across cases, E5 is discussed below.)

Figure 1: Economic size of blacklisted countries

5Note, however, that the threat of blacklisting can be sufficient to generate an impact. See, for instance, Vatsov’s (2020)
description of the EU’s notification of Thailand.
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V. Case 2: Taxation

The Emergence of a Blacklisting Scheme

International engagement to develop rules on state responsibility regarding unfair corpo-
rate taxation practices became an explicit EU aim at the end of the 20th century. In 1997,
EU finance ministers identified general definitions of and principles on ‘potentially harm-
ful taxation’ and concluded that it ‘would be beneficial that the principles supporting fair
competition be adopted as widely as possible [at the international level]’ (European Com-
mission 1997).6 The EU then actively supported the first major international initiative to
establish national obligations to avoid harmful corporate taxation practices—the estab-
lishment, in 1998, of an Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD) ‘forum on harmful tax practices’. In 2008, EU finance ministers undertook a
new initiative to define ‘good governance’ in tax matters, based on the three general
criteria of transparency, exchange of information and fair tax competition, and asked
the G20 to develop a ‘toolbox of sanctions’ and international action to achieve ‘interna-
tional good governance in the tax area’ (European Commission 2009). The OECD subse-
quently endorsed all three EU criteria in its Global Forum and its project on base erosion
and profit shifting (BEPS).

When the EU launched its blacklist on taxation in 2016–2017, the explicit aim was to
encourage good governance in tax matters based on the above three criteria first identified
by the EU and later endorsed by the OECD. Indeed, the scheme was directly pegged to
decisions by the OECD. In order to fulfil the transparency requirements, a jurisdiction
should possess at least a ‘largely compliant’ rating from the OECD Global Forum,

Figure 2: Economic size of countries that have been warned but not blacklisted. Note: The figures
are based on the author’s own study and compilation of EU decisions on blacklisting. See the
Supporting Information.

6Radaelli (1999) describes how this initiative reflected an ideational shift within EU elites: ‘In 1992, economists and the
business community dominated the main tax policy forum […]. In 1996–97 the main tax policy forum was composed of
high-profile national tax policy-makers’.
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although the criteria regarding ‘exchange of information’ amounted to signing up to the
OECD’s standards agreements.

However, the establishment of an EU blacklisting scheme was not a stand-alone exter-
nal initiative but part of a broader ‘anti-tax avoidance package’, which also included rel-
atively stringent internal market rules. The main internal component was the Anti-Tax
Avoidance Directive, adopted in July 2016, which contained binding provisions on open-
ness and cooperation between national tax authorities, as well as intensified scrutiny of
companies’ cross-border tax practices. These rules were not just new and legally binding;
they went ‘far beyond the BEPS recommendations’ (Hoor et al., 2016), which constituted
the international benchmark. The risk that this far-reaching internal commitment would
generate negative externalities did not go unobserved by EU policymakers. When pre-
senting the anti-tax avoidance package, the Commission argued that:

Member States’ commitments to these stronger measures for fair tax competition should
also be reflected in the EU’s approach towards third countries on tax matters. This would
encourage other countries to adhere to the internationally agreed good governance stan-
dards, ensure a level playing-field for EU businesses and reduce the opportunities for out-
bound profit shifting. (European Commission 2016)

With regard to regulatory capacity to control and assess member states, an informal
Council working group—the Code of Conduct Group—was established in 1998 to
peer-review member state national regulation, with a focus on tax measures that consti-
tuted harmful tax competition. Later, when the EU established its blacklisting scheme,
the Code of Conduct Group’s mandate was extended to include responsibility for identi-
fying and assessing third countries to be blacklisted. However, the group has remained in-
formal and under direct governmental control and resisted several efforts to strengthen its
institutional structures (Nouwen 2020).

To sum up, all the expectations (E1, E2 and E3; Table 1) were confirmed, which leads
us to conclude that all three factors are relevant to the emergence of blacklisting. How-
ever, just as in fisheries, the EU engaged internationally to put pressure on third countries
before it had committed internally to stringent regulation and before (or in parallel with)
the development of regulatory capacity. This confirms that elite engagements to promote
the rule of law are at the origin of EU actions—whereas the other two factors are condi-
tioning factors that contribute by strengthening already existing preferences and enabling
the emergence of a coercive—and potentially costly—mechanism.

The Exercise of Blacklisting

The EU’s exercise of blacklisting on taxation has been relatively intense—indeed, more
intense than on fisheries. As a step towards establishing the first blacklist, the European
Commission screened 160 countries (European Commission 2016). The Council, via
the Code of Conduct group, then established two lists: a blacklist of non-cooperative ju-
risdictions and a ‘grey list’ of jurisdictions that are cooperating with the EU to implement
their high-level commitments within a given timeframe. Since the scheme was first estab-
lished, 30 countries have been blacklisted, and 71 have been put on the grey list. The lists
are updated frequently, on average three times per year in the period 2017–2021.

Broadly speaking, EU listings on corporate taxation target the worst norm violators as
they correspond with how independent experts on taxation law would apply the EU

Blacklisting and the EU as a Global Regulator 11
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criteria. For instance, in 2017, Oxfam used the EU’s three criteria to assess 92 jurisdic-
tions, thereby establishing its own ‘shadow blacklist’. Most of the listed countries were
later added to either the blacklist or the grey list. However, there were also some discrep-
ancies, as Oxfam’s list included countries, such as Hong Kong, Singapore and
Switzerland, that were not later blacklisted by the EU (Chardonnet and Langerock 2017).
Anjana Haines (2017), another expert in the field, points out that many countries, such as
the United States, have been omitted despite meeting criteria for which others had been
blacklisted. Similarly, Unger (2020) criticises the EU for having a ‘diplomatic bias’ com-
pared with assessments made by NGOs and academia (Unger 2020:25ff). A particularly
blatant example of the EU avoiding blacklisting large third countries is Turkey. Despite
failing to act on a series of sharply worded warnings and deadlines, in which the EU
has explicitly stated that Turkey is in violation of the EU’s blacklisting criteria, Turkey
has still not been blacklisted.7

Moving beyond the assessments made by academics and NGOs, a mapping of listed
countries shows that EU listings have quasi-exclusively targeted very small third coun-
tries (see Figure 3). The main outlier in this general pattern is South Korea, a country with
a GDP of US$ 1600 billion, which was blacklisted for 1 month and then removed.8 The
second relatively large country was the United Arab Emirates (GDP US$ 420 billion),
which was listed for 8 months. This compares to the average of 15 months that third coun-
tries spend on the EU blacklist.9 Figure 4 also shows that some large countries were put on
the EU ‘grey list’ but never made it on to the blacklist.

In sum, the EU’s broad roll-out of blacklisting based on generally formulated criteria
does seem to reflect an aspiration to apply its criteria universally. However, the EU gen-
erally does not blacklist large countries, even—as demonstrated by the case of Turkey—
when these are blatantly violating EU criteria. This leads us to accept the proposition of
‘Liberal Power’ (E6) and reject ‘Normative Power’ (E4). In addition, the expectation that
high regulatory capacity is associated with high intensity of blacklisting (E5) is
contradicted by the fact that the EU’s taxation-related blacklisting has been more inten-
sive than that in fisheries, despite the EU’s relatively limited internal regulatory capabil-
ities on taxation, which are mainly constituted by the Code of Conduct’s non-binding peer
reviews.

VI. Solving the Puzzles: Why and When the EU Uses Blacklisting

When considering our two cases in tandem, it becomes clear that none of the three prop-
ositions on the EU as a power are sufficient to explain the emergence and exercise of
blacklisting. Solving the outstanding puzzles will require the integration of components
from all three.

7The EU first grey listed Turkey in December 2017, pointing out that it was in violation of several EU criteria. The EU set a
deadline for Turkey to make a high-level commitment to change ‘by 2019’. In March 2019, this deadline was changed to the
‘end of 2019’. When this deadline passed, the EU again pushed the deadline to December 2020. In February 2021, the dead-
line was pushed to May 2021, a deadline that again passed without Turkey being blacklisted. In October 2021, the EU still
considered Turkey to be in violation of its criteria (see sources in the Supporting Information).
8The listing of South Korea is odd as it is not generally seen as a culprit in corporate taxation. For instance, it was not on
Oxfam’s shadow blacklist, and an Oxfam taxation expert was cited as being surprised by the EU’s listing of the country
(Becker 2017).
9See the Supporting Information.
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Normative Power offers the best explanation for the EU’s original actions to force third
countries to abide by EU norms in the areas of IUU fisheries and unfair taxation. To begin
with, the EU took significant steps to develop international law—or to define ‘the normal’
in market governance—on precisely the issues where blacklisting later emerged, that is,
state responsibilities regarding IUU fisheries and corporate taxation. Critically, these steps
took place before the EU had developed relevant internal regulatory capacities, which

Figure 3: Economic size of blacklisted countries

Figure 4: Economic size of countries that have been warned but not blacklisted. Note: The figures
are based on the author’s own study and compilation of EU decisions on blacklisting. See the
Supporting Information.
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could have triggered historical institutionalist mechanics of ‘institutional bricolage’, and
years ahead of any legal commitment among EU member states to adopt stringent internal
market regulation, which could have triggered stakeholder pressure to ensure a level
playing field. The connection between the early expressions of preferences and the subse-
quent emergence of blacklisting is further demonstrated by the fact that the blacklisting
schemes were explicitly pegged to the international law that the EU had helped to de-
velop. This tight pegging is particularly surprising as the EU not only articulated respect
for international law in general terms but also vowed to follow and enforce specific
criteria, which could have potentially exposed it to criticism if it subsequently failed to
do so.

Liberal Power is a necessary complement to Normative Power. Although it offers no
explanation of the EU’s initial leadership initiatives to develop stringent international
law on IUU fisheries and taxation, it convincingly explains the timing of decisions to es-
tablish blacklisting schemes, as well as the striking pattern whereby the EU
quasi-exclusively blacklists the smallest countries. In both fisheries and taxation, EU
blacklisting emerged only and precisely when the EU passed binding internal market
rules that were more stringent than those of the EU’s trading partners. Moreover,
blacklisting was exercised in practice only when norm violators were small, whereas
the blacklisting of large norm violators, such as China and Turkey, was ruled out. It is par-
ticularly striking that national governments actively and repeatedly insisted on keeping di-
rect control over blacklisting even in the area of fisheries, where the EU has exclusive
competences. The theoretical explanation for this behaviour is that, although the risk of
an uneven regulatory playing field induced market stakeholders to support—or at least
not oppose—the use of external power through blacklisting (Kelemen 2010), the EU’s
willingness to expend political resources to apply pressure extends only ‘up to the cost
of the negative externality it is importing’ (Simmons 2001).

On Regulatory Power, our findings offer no support for the proposition that regula-
tory capacity was the source of EU preferences or that the level of regulatory capacity
shapes the intensity of power projection. However, on both IUU fisheries and corpo-
rate taxation, the EU had developed regulatory capacity before blacklisting emerged,
and this capacity was later redirected to underpin EU blacklisting. Thus, regulatory ca-
pacity can still be considered a necessary factor for blacklisting to emerge. It is partic-
ularly surprising and telling that the EU had pre-existing regulatory capacity to assess
regulatory regimes with regard to corporate taxation, given the EU’s lack of formal
competences in this area.

To conclude on the solution to the puzzle, the argument advanced here is that the EU’s
behaviour results from its complex and composite institutional structure. First, EU elites
and law combine to drive a principled external action to promote the rule of law. Second,
internal regulatory capacity adds power resources to set up and roll out universally framed
blacklisting schemes. Finally, stakeholder pressure, channelled through national struc-
tures, both enables the establishment of blacklisting schemes and constrains their use in
practice to the smallest third countries. The implication is that the EU is institutionally
predisposed both to actively promote norms internationally and to break the norms it sets
out to defend.

Johannes Jarlebring14
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VII. Broadening the Debate: Understanding the EU as a Global Regulator

This article set out to enhance understanding of the EU’s use of power as a global regu-
lator by explaining why and when it leverages its powers actively and directly to influ-
ence non-cooperative countries beyond its neighbourhood. A main finding is that no sin-
gle factor—EU elites, regulatory capacity or bottom-up stakeholder pressure—can
explain why or when the EU leverages coercive power through blacklisting. Instead, all
three factors are relevant and play different roles in the explanation. In particular, elite ac-
tion to promote the rule of law best explains why the EU uses blacklisting, whereas
bottom-up stakeholder pressure explains when this technique is used. Having a minimum
level of regulatory capacity, meanwhile, is a necessary precondition for the use of
blacklisting.

To position these findings in the broader literature on EU external action, it should be
noted that the explanation for the emergence of blacklisting advanced here fits well with
the framework put forward by Schunz and Damro (2020) to explain sectorally emerging
external action. According to this framework, sectoral external action is generated by net-
works of EU actors that exploit structural windows of opportunity—constituted by exter-
nal and internal factors—to drive their specific perspectives. Similarly, blacklisting
emerged as sectorally constituted networks of elite actors (in both fisheries and taxation)
pursued their specific perspectives. Although the preferences of these elites to put pres-
sure on external countries were established early on, it was only when appropriate exter-
nal and internal structures were in place that blacklisting could be launched. Externally, a
burgeoning body of international law articulated state responsibilities to counter IUU and
unfair corporate taxation. Internally, the prospect of legally binding internal market law
generated sufficient stakeholder pressure to convince national governments to use
strong—and potentially costly—powers to ensure a level playing field.

The findings on the exercise of blacklisting also align with recent findings, most nota-
bly Borchert et al., (2021), which document that the EU punishes violations of non-trade
clauses in its trade agreements only in relation to very small countries in terms of GDP (e.
g. Sri Lanka or Cambodia), whereas larger countries (e.g. Pakistan or China) are spared
the EU stick. As these authors argue, the ‘commercial interests of the EU inhibit the pur-
suit of [general normative principles] in EU trade policy’. In other words, the main con-
straint is not necessarily that the EU stick has a limited impact where it is used but, as im-
portantly, that its use is in practice limited to small countries as moves against big ones
would be considered too costly and therefore blocked by the EU’s institutional machinery.
Eventually, this means that EU market powers have bounded ‘utility’ (Young 2015), at
least when it comes to establishing the rule of law in the regulatory sphere. Indeed, it
could be argued that the pattern identified regarding blacklisting marks the de facto outer
limits of the EU’s active power projection as a global regulator.

Although these findings primarily concern the EU as a global regulator and ‘market
power’ (Damro 2012, 2015), they raise issues that go beyond the regulatory sphere.
One promising avenue for future research would be to draw on the factors and findings
highlighted in this article to further theorise the EU as a ‘union of liberal democracies’
(Wagner 2017), where external action results from ‘EU-specific values of general vari-
ables, such as interests, identities and institutions’ (Wagner 2017: 1400). For instance,
the factors considered here could potentially explain the EU’s constrained and ‘not so
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normative’ use of foreign policy sanctions (Brummer 2009). A second path would be to
empirically scrutinise how the EU calibrates its tools in the regulatory–trade nexus as it
continues to mobilise its external arsenal. Will the EU continue to pursue the status of a
‘global regulator’ while applying general rules that are imposed quasi-exclusively on eco-
nomically tiny countries? Or will it assemble its regulatory toolbox to more strategically
‘weaponise’ its market? (cf. Farrell and Newman 2019).
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Additional supporting information may be found online in the Supporting Information
section at the end of the article.
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